ABSTRACT. We present a practical algorithm which, given a non-archimedean local field K and any two elements A, B ∈ SL 2 (K), determines after finitely many steps whether or not the subgroup A, B ≤ SL 2 (K) is discrete and free of rank two. The algorithm can also be applied to two-generated subgroups of the isometry group of any locally finite simplicial tree.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of deciding whether or not two elements of SL 2 (R) generate a free group of rank two has been widely studied in the literature. For instance, the subgroups generated by matrices of the form 1 α 0 1 , 1 0 α 1 are known to be free of rank two whenever |α| ≥ 2; this is an easy consequence of the Ping Pong Lemma, applied to the action of SL 2 (R) on the hyperbolic plane H 2 via Möbius transformations. On the other hand, there are many rational values of α in the interval (−2, 2) for which the subgroup generated by the above matrices is not free, and it is an open question to decide whether or not this holds for every such rational α; see, amongst other papers, [2] and [12] .
A key observation in [14] is that arguments involving the Ping Pong Lemma can show that some two-generated subgroups of SL 2 (R) which are free are also discrete, with respect to the topology inherited from R 4 . This helped lead to the discovery of necessary and sufficient conditions, depending on matrix trace, for a two-generated subgroup of SL 2 (R) (or, equivalently, of PSL 2 (R)) to be discrete and free of rank two; see [16] or [17] . Moreover, given any two elements A, B ∈ SL 2 (R), Nielsen transformations can be performed in a 'trace minimising' manner to determine whether or not these conditions are satisfied for the subgroup A, B ≤ SL 2 (R). This observation forms the basis of a practical algorithm introduced in [8] , which determines after finitely many steps whether or not a given two-generated subgroup of SL 2 (R) (or PSL 2 (R)) is discrete and free.
Discrete and free two-generated subgroups of SL 2 over other fields, particularly other locally compact fields, are not as well studied. There has been some work done in the case of SL 2 (C) (for instance, see [3] ) but the action of this group on hyperbolic space H 3 is much more complicated to study. Over a non-archimedean local field K, however, the group SL 2 acts by isometries and without inversions on the corresponding Bruhat-Tits tree, and such actions on simplicial trees are very well understood. Given two elements A, B ∈ SL 2 (K), we will show that Nielsen transformations can be performed in a 'translation length minimising' manner until either the subgroup A, B ≤ SL 2 (K) is shown to contain an elliptic element (which is either of finite order or generates an indiscrete infinite cyclic subgroup), or hyperbolic generators of A, B are found which satisfy the hypotheses of the Ping Pong Lemma. This helped us form the basis of a practical algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) which determines after finitely many steps whether or not a given two-generated subgroup of SL 2 (K) (or, equivalently, of PSL 2 (K)) is discrete and free.
In Section 2, we provide some background information on non-archimedean local fields and the group SL 2 (K) defined over such a field K. We describe the Bruhat-Tits tree associated to such groups and some general theory of groups acting on simplicial trees by isometries and without inversions.
Section 3 details the key results leading to Algorithm 4.1; in particular, we show that a discrete and free subgroup of SL 2 (K) cannot contain any elliptic elements, and present a form of the Ping Pong Lemma that gives conditions for a pair of hyperbolic elements to generate a discrete and free subgroup. We also give some important translation length formulae, one of which corrects a formula given by Paulin in [15, Proposition 1.6] .
In Section 4 we present Algorithm 4.1, and prove that it terminates after finitely many steps. We give some examples, and show that the same method can be applied to determine whether or not two-generated subgroups of the isometry group of a locally finite simplicial tree are free and discrete, with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence (which, in this setting, is equivalent to the compact-open topology).
BACKGROUND
A local field is a field which is locally compact with respect to the topology induced by some non-trivial absolute value. Such a field K is said to be non-archimedean if the corresponding absolute value | − | is non-archimedean, meaning it satisfies the ultrametric inequality |a + b| ≤ max{|a|, |b|}, for all a, b ∈ K. We note that equality holds when |a| = |b|.
Any local field that does not satisfy the ultrametric inequality is said to be archimedean, and is isomorphic to either R or C with the same topology as that induced by the standard absolute values; see [4, Chapter 3, Theorem 1.1]. Non-archimedean local fields are a little different, and have an equivalent characterisation in terms of valuations.
A valuation on a field K is a group homomorphism v : K × → R such that, when extended by defining v(0) = ∞, the ultrametric inequality holds for all x, y ∈ K:
We say that v is discrete if v(K × ) ∼ = Z. Given any valuation v on a field K, the ring of integers O = {x ∈ K : v(x) ≥ 0} is a principal ideal domain with unique maximal ideal P = {x ∈ K : v(x) > 0}. The quotient k = O/P is called the residue field of K. Furthermore, setting |x| v = c −v(x) for some c ∈ (1, ∞) defines a non-archimedean absolute value on K. A field K, equipped with discrete valuation v, that is complete with respect to | − | v and has finite residue field k is a non-archimedean local field. The converse also holds, giving two equivalent definitions of a non-archimedean local field; see [4, Chapter 4] for further details.
For a non-archimedean local field K, the maximal ideal P is generated by a uniformiser π ∈ O such that v(π) = 1, and hence the residue field k is of the form O/πO. For a fixed finite set S of representatives of k, every a ∈ K × can be uniquely expressed a sum
with each a i ∈ S, and for some integer N such that a N = 0; see [4, Chapter 4] . It follows that non-archimedean local fields satisfy the Bolzano-Weierstrass property, that is, every bounded sequence (in terms of the corresponding absolute value) has a convergent subsequence.
A common example of a non-archimedean local field is the p-adic numbers, defined using the p-adic valuation v p on Q. Namely, if p is a prime and x ∈ Q is of the form p r a b with p ∤ a, b, then v p (x) = r. The corresponding absolute value is usually defined by |x| p = p −r , and the p-adic numbers Q p are the completion of Q with respect to | − | p .
Every non-archimedean local field is isomorphic to a finite extension of either Q p or the field of formal Laurent series F p ((t)) for some prime p; see [4, Chapters 7 and 8] .
Given a non-archimedean local field K with associated valuation v, there is a locally finite simplicial tree T v , called the Bruhat-Tits tree, upon which the group SL 2 (K) acts. The vertices of T v are equivalence classes of free O-modules of rank two (called lattices), where lattices L and L ′ are equivalent if L = xL ′ for some x ∈ K × . Furthermore, given a lattice L, each equivalence class of lattices has a unique representative L 0 ⊆ L for which L/L 0 is isomorphic (as an O-module) to O/π n O, for some n ∈ Z ≥0 . This gives rise to the edge structure of T v , by having edges between the vertices represented by L and L 0 if and only if n = 1; for further details, see [18, Chapter II] .
There is a natural action of GL 2 (K) on the set of lattices, and this gives rise to a faithful action of PGL 2 (K) on T v by isometries. Moreover, the subgroups SL 2 (K) and PSL 2 (K) act on T v without inversions, that is, no element swaps adjacent vertices; see [13, Corollary II.3.14] . Isometries of a simplicial tree T acting without inversions can be classified based on their translation length: given such an isometry g, this is the integer
where V (T ) denotes the vertex set of T . Note that l(g) = l(g −1 ) and l(hgh −1 ) = l(g) for all such isometries g, h of T . Moreover, if l(g) = 0, then g fixes a vertex of T and g is said to be elliptic. If l(g) > 0 then g is said to be hyperbolic. Elements of SL 2 (K) can be classified as either elliptic or hyperbolic via their action on the Bruhat-Tits tree T v , and this depends only on the trace:
Proof. See [13, Proposition II.3.15 ].
DISCRETE AND FREE SUBGROUPS
In this section we fix a non-archimedean local field K with valuation v, and present key results which underpin our algorithm that determines whether or not a given twogenerated subgroup of SL 2 (K) is discrete and free of rank two. As with the algorithm for two-generated subgroups of SL 2 (R) in [8] , we use Nielsen transformations on pairs of generating elements, but in this case we aim to minimise translation lengths until either an elliptic element or a suitable pair of hyperbolic elements is encountered (a similar 'reduction' process is used in Section 4 of [7] in the context of free groups of rank two acting on R-trees). We also show that a group containing an elliptic element cannot be both discrete and free, and prove some translation length formulae which allow us to check when a pair of hyperbolic elements generate a discrete and free group of rank two.
First recall that a Nielsen transformation takes a n-tuple of elements (g 1 , . . . , g n ) of a group and performs some finite sequence of the following operations:
• Swap g i and g j (for i = j);
• Replace g i by g
This preserves generation of the subgroup generated by g 1 , . . . , g n .
Recall also that a topological group is a group equipped with a topology such that the inversion and multiplication maps are continuous. A topological group is said to be discrete if the corresponding topology is discrete. Since multiplication by any element is a homeomorphism, such a group is discrete if and only if the set {1} is open. Hence any metrisable topological group (in particular, SL 2 (K) -via the subspace topology and metric it inherits from K 4 ) is discrete if and only if any sequence of elements in the group converging to the identity is eventually constant. Proof. Set A = a b c d and t = tr(A). If A has finite order then it generates a discrete group, so suppose that v(t) < 0, that is, |t| v > 1. Using the ultrametric inequality, we may also assume that |a| v > 1. Let a n denote the top left entry of the matrix A n . By the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem we have
Since |a 1 t| v > 1 = |a 0 | v , this inductively proves that |a n t| v > |a n−1 | v and hence that |a n+1 | v = |a n t| v for all n ∈ N. Thus |a n | v tends to ∞ as n does, so A is discrete.
On the other hand, suppose A has infinite order and v(t) ≥ 0, that is, |t| v ≤ 1. Let a n , b n , c n and d n denote the corresponding entries of the matrix A n . Note that if both |a n−1 | v and |a n−2 | v are bounded above, then so is |a n | v by the ultrametric inequality and the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. It follows by induction that |a n | v is bounded above for all n ∈ N. Similarly, |b n | v , |c n | v and |d n | v are bounded above for all n ∈ N. The BolzanoWeierstrass property then implies that A is not discrete.
Proof. Suppose that g ∈ G is elliptic. Then either g has finite order, whereby G is not free, or otherwise Proposition 2.3 implies that v(tr(A)) ≥ 0. But then G cannot be discrete by Proposition 3.1.
We will frequently make use of the following version of the Ping Pong Lemma. As stated, it applies only to metrisable topological groups acting continuously on a topological space; this makes it more specialised than other statements of the lemma, but it enables us to determine when such a group is not only free, but discrete as well.
Recall that a topological group G acts continuously on a topological space X if the map G × X → X is continuous with respect to the product topology. Note that the action of SL 2 (K) on the Bruhat-Tits tree T v is defined by polynomials and is hence continuous. Lemma 3.3 (The Ping Pong Lemma). Let G be a metrisable topological group acting continuously on a topological space X and let g, h ∈ G\{1}. Suppose that U + , U − , V + , V − are non-empty closed pairwise disjoint subsets of X which do not cover X and satisfy
Then the subgroup H = g, h ≤ G is discrete and free of rank two.
Proof. Freeness follows from Klein's Combination Theorem: using the notation of [11, Proposition 12.2]), the non-empty disjoint sets
So suppose that H is not discrete. Then one can find a sequence (h n ) n∈N of non-identity elements of H which converges to 1 ∈ H. Choose some x ∈ D = X\(U + ∪ U − ∪ V + ∪ V − ) = ∅ and note that h n (x) ∈ X\D for each n ∈ N by hypothesis. Since G acts continuously on X, this gives a sequence (h n (x)) n∈N of elements of X\D which converges to x ∈ D. But X\D is closed, so this is impossible. Thus H is discrete and free of rank two.
Using a different variant of the Ping Pong Lemma, Lemma 2.6 of [6] shows that two hyperbolic isometries of a R-tree generate a free group of rank two when their axis overlap is sufficiently small. Lemma 3.2 of [19] generalises this to Λ-trees (where distances take values in some totally ordered abelian group Λ, not necessarily R or Z). Here we use our version of the Ping Pong Lemma to prove a similar, but stronger, result for certain hyperbolic isometries of a simplicial tree: Proof. In each case we find disjoint subtrees U − , U + , V − and V + (illustrated in Figure 2 ) which do not cover T and satisfy
−1 (T \V + ) ⊆ V − (these conditions can be checked using Proposition 2.1). The result then follows from the Ping Pong Lemma.
First of all, if the axes of A and B are disjoint, then there is a unique path of minimal distance from a vertex p on the axis of A to a vertex q on the axis of B; removal of these vertices splits each axis into two segments. Define U + to be the maximal subtree of T containing the segment of the axis of A following p, with respect to the direction of translation, but not p itself. Define U − to be the maximal subtree of T containing the segment of the axis of A preceding p, but not p itself. Similarly define V + (respectively V − ) as the maximal subtree containing the segment of the axis of B that follows (respectively precedes) q, but not q itself; see the left-hand diagram in Figure 2 .
On the other hand, if the axes of A and B intersect along a common subpath D of length ∆(A, B) < min{l(A), l(B)} (where if ∆(A, B) = 0, then D is a single vertex), then removal of the subpath D divides each axis into two segments. Define U + (respectively U − ) to be the maximal subtree of T which contains the segment of the axis of A following (respectively preceding) D with respect to the direction of translation, but not D itself. Similarly define V + (respectively V − ) to be the maximal subtree containing the segment of the axis of B following (respectively preceding) D, but not D itself; see the right-hand diagram in Figure 2 .
FIGURE 2. Applying the Ping Pong Lemma on trees
Given two hyperbolic isometries A and B of a simplicial tree, determining how their axes interact relies on the following proposition. As stated below, this proposition can also be applied (with essentially the same proof) to hyperbolic isometries of R-trees, omitting the hypothesis that AB and A −1 B act without inversions. In this context, it is similar to [15, Proposition 1.6], however we provide a correction to case (2)(ii) -we prove that there is an extra possibility (depicted in Figure 6 , and given by case (2)(iii) in our version of the proposition) which does not agree with the stated equalities. Proof. For each case we follow the same general method: using the figures below, we find edges x − x ′ and y − y ′ of the tree for which
, and
for some m, n ∈ Z. It then follows from Corollary 2.2 that the edge B −1 x − B −1 x ′ lies on the axis of AB and the edge B −1 y − B −1 y ′ lies on the axis of A −1 B. By Proposition 2.1, this shows that l(AB) = n and l(A −1 B) = m. For case (1), suppose the axes of A and B do not intersect. Then there are unique vertices p (on the axis of A) and q (on the axis of B) which realise the minimum distance k between the axes. Let q ′ be the vertex on the axis of B which immediately follows q, with respect to the direction of translation; see Figure 3 . Then
giving l(AB) = l(A −1 B) = l(A) + l(B) + 2k, hence the stated inequality. and B −1 , it is easy to see that l(AB) = l(A) + l(B) and l(A −1 B) = l(B) − l(A), which agrees with subcase (2)(ii). Henceforth we assume that ∆(A, B) is finite, and define p and q respectively be the initial and terminal vertices (with respect to the direction of axis translation) of the common subpath between the axes, noting that we have p = q in the case ∆(A, B) = 0.
In subcase (2)(i), we suppose that ∆(A, B) < l(A) and define p ′ to be the vertex on the axis of A immediately preceding p, and q ′ to be the vertex on the axis of A immediately following q; see the left and right-hand diagrams of Figure 4 respectively. 
giving l(AB) = l(A) + l(B) and l(A −1 B) = l(A) + l(B) − 2∆(A, B) > l(B) − l(A). For subcase (2)(ii) suppose that ∆(A, B) > l(A). Again define p ′ to be the vertex on the axis of A immediately preceding p. This gives a diagram similar to the left-hand one of Figure 4 , but with the edge Ap ′ − Ap lying (in the same orientation) in the common subpath between the axes. As before, it follows that l(AB) = l(A) + l(B), because
To compute l(A 
. This proves subcase (2)(ii).
∆(A, B) ≥ l(B)
Axis ( In the former case, the left-hand diagram of Figure 6 shows that
and hence
In the latter case, by choice ofq, we find that B −1q is either A −1q or the vertex immediately following it on the axis of B; see the right-hand diagram of Figure 6 . But then A −1 B either fixes the vertex A −1q = B −1q or inverts the edge A −1q − B −1q . Since this element was assumed to act without inversions, it follows that l(A −1 B) = 0 ≤ l(B) − l(A), proving subcase (2)(iii) and hence the Proposition.
We note that the missing case from [15, Proposition 1.6] was discovered when considering various examples in SL 2 (Q 7 ). Namely, given the matrices X = 7 This proposition has been referred to later in [15] and some other papers (for instance, see [9] and [10] ), however, our correction does not appear to affect the results which depend on these translation length formulae. We conclude this section by noting that determining whether a finitely generated subgroup of SL 2 (K) is discrete and free is equivalent to the same problem for the corresponding subgroup in PSL 2 (K) (which inherits the quotient topology from SL 2 (K)).
Proposition 3.7. Let K be a local field and suppose G ≤ SL 2 (K) is n-generated. Then G is discrete and free of rank n if and only if the corresponding subgroup G ≤ PSL 2 (K) (its image under the quotient map) is discrete and free of rank n.
Proof. It is easy to check that G is discrete if and only if G is. So consider the restriction of the quotient map π : SL 2 (K) → PSL 2 (K) to the epimorphism π G : G → G. Note that π(g) = 1 if and only if g = ±I 2 . So if G is free of rank n then π G is 1-to-1. Thus G ∼ = G and so G must also be free of rank n.
Similarly, if G is free of rank n then, by the universal property of free groups, there exists a unique homomorphism G → G sending the generators of G back to their corresponding elements in G. This is an inverse to π G , showing that G ∼ = G and so G must also be free of rank n.
THE ALGORITHM
In this section we present our algorithm, which determines after finitely many steps whether or not a two-generated subgroup of SL 2 (K) is discrete and free of rank two. The key idea is to use Proposition 2.3 to compute translation lengths on the Bruhat-Tits tree, and perform Nielsen transformations on the generators until these produce either an elliptic element, or two hyperbolic elements satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 3.6. By Proposition 3.7, the algorithm can also be applied to two-generated subgroups of PSL 2 (K) by taking representatives in SL 2 (K).
Algorithm 4.1. Let K be a non-archimedean local field. Given two elements A, B ∈ SL 2 (K), we proceed as follows. If G = A, B ≤ SL 2 (K) is discrete and free of rank two then the algorithm will return true and output a generating pair for G which satisfy the hypotheses of the Ping Pong Lemma; otherwise it will return false. Proof. If at any point the algorithm encounters an elliptic element then G is not discrete and free by Corollary 3.2. So suppose that the algorithm only ever encounters hyperbolic elements. Then it must reach step (5). If m > l(Y ) − l(X) then, by Corollary 3.6, G is discrete and free and the elements X and Y satisfy the hypotheses of the Ping Pong Lemma. Otherwise the algorithm performs a Nielsen transformation, and outputs a new pair of generators for G on which to run the algorithm.
If this sequence of Nielsen transformations never terminates, then there is an infinite sequence (x n , y n ) = (l(X n ), l(Y n )) of integral translation length pairs which satisfies 0 < x n ≤ y n for all n ∈ N and is decreasing in each component; such a sequence must converge. Moreover, for each pair (X n , Y n ) of generators, we are in case (2)(ii) or (2)(iii) of Proposition 3.5. Following the proof of these cases, at each stage (x n , y n ) is replaced by either (y n − x n − k n , x n ) or (x n , y n − x n − k n ) for some 0 ≤ k n < y n − x n . In particular, this implies that x n+1 + y n+1 = y n − k n for all n ∈ N. Rearranging and taking limits, it follows that lim n→∞ x n = − lim n→∞ k n ≤ 0, a contradiction since each x n is a positive integer.
Hence this algorithm must eventually terminate, proving the theorem.
In terms of implementing this algorithm in a computational package such as MAGMA, the software needs to be able to perform matrix multiplication over K, and compute traces and valuations. Since each non-zero element of K can be expressed uniquely in the form The examples we discuss below avoid this issue entirely for the case where K = Q p for some prime p. By restricting our interest to pairs of matrices in SL 2 (Q), we can perform matrix multiplication and compute traces in the usual sense, and then consider p-adic valuations separately. In this particular case, it is interesting to view the subgroups generated as subgroups of both SL 2 (Q p ) and SL 2 (R), and compare the properties of each. For instance, it is a well known consequence of the Ping Pong Lemma that the matrices
generate a discrete and free subgroup of SL 2 (R), whereas the matrices
do not. However, neither of these pairs of matrices generate a discrete and free subgroup of SL 2 (Q p ) for any prime p since a matrix of the form 1 α 0 1 or 1 0 α 1 over a non-archimedean local field is elliptic. One iteration of Algorithm 4.1 also shows that, for any prime p, the matrices
Proof. Suppose G contains some elliptic element g, which fixes some vertex p of T . There are only finitely many vertices adjacent to p and g acts to permute these. This implies there is some integer n 1 for which g n1 fixes p and all adjacent vertices. One continues inductively to obtain a sequence (g ni ) of elements of Isom(T ), where g ni fixes p and all vertices a distance at most i from p. But then (g ni (x)) converges to x for each vertex x of T , so (g ni ) converges to the identity. Thus either g has finite order or G is not discrete.
For any proper metric space X, the natural map Isom(X) × X → X is continuous; see [5, Lemma 5.B.4 (2) ]. This implies that, when equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence, the isometry group of a locally finite simplicial tree also satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 3.6. Thus we have the following generalisation of Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm 4.4. Given two elements A and B in the isometry group of a locally finite simplicial tree T , and a method of computing translation lengths, we proceed through steps (1) − (6) of Algorithm 4.1. If G = A, B ≤ Isom(T ) is discrete (with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence) and free of rank two, then the algorithm will return true and output a generating pair for G which satisfies the hypotheses of the Ping Pong Lemma; otherwise it will return false. Proof. The only difference from the proof of Theorem 4.2 is that if the algorithm encounters an elliptic element then G cannot be both discrete and free by Proposition 4.3, instead of Corollary 3.2.
Algorithm 4.4 can be applied, for instance, to certain amalgamated free products. Suppose that Γ = H * C K is the amalgamated free product of groups H and K over some subgroup C which is finite index in both H and K. It is well-known that, given fixed transversals T H and T K of right coset representatives of C in H and K respectively, each element g ∈ Γ has a unique normal form g = cx 1 . . . x n , for some integer n ≥ 0, where c ∈ C and for each i ≥ 1, either x i ∈ T H and x i+1 ∈ T K or vice versa. Moreover, Γ acts faithfully, by isometries, and without inversions, on a locally finite tree T with vertices given by cosets of the form gH or gK and edges given by cosets gC, for g ∈ Γ; see [18, Chapter I, Section 4] .
Consider the shortest normal form cx 1 . . . x n0 of all conjugates of g in Γ; such a form is cyclically reduced in the sense that either n 0 = 0, 1 or x 1 and x n0 lie in different transversals. If n 0 is 0 or 1, then g is conjugate into either A or B and hence l(g) = 0. On the other hand, if n 0 > 1 then l(g) = n 0 , which is an even integer; this follows from [1, Lemma 2.25] and [15, Proposition 1.7] . Thus, given such a group Γ and a method of computing a cyclically reduced normal form of each element (such algorithms exist since the transversals T H and T K are finite), Algorithm 4.4 can be applied to determine whether or not any two-generated subgroup of Γ is discrete and free.
